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 <Slide #1> We’ve been talking about God’s self revealing, not only in Nature, but 
significantly in special revelation – the Scriptures 

 We have talked about centuries of development, to bring to us God’s word in a 
way that is significant to us 

 We have been dwelling how we are to engage the bible, setting our sights on 
something beyond head knowledge, but something that we can draw upon in a 
storm from the deep well of preparation God is developing in your heart 

 And so we come to James – who last week promised us that wisdom will come to 
us just for the asking – because God is really keen to give 

 But you don’t go far in reading James letter before you can see just how earthy 
and here-and-now it is 

 This is not a writing of theological theory & dogma, but the reflections of one who 
knows how people tick, and the questions they secretly ponder, and he minces 
no words in his answers 

 Martin Luther, whose day in the sun ‘kicking off’ the Protestant reformation 500 
years ago this week, didn’t have a lot of time for the book of James – calling it 
‘the book of straw’, because James delved into the works of individuals, whereas 
Luther’s great biblical “discovery”, was salvation by faith alone 

 It was a profound discovery too – in light of the detour the mediaeval church had 
taken 

 However myself, I have no problem with James in this regard.  I know my 
salvation is bought by belief – faith in the Lord Jesus Christ.  I know I am carried 
day by day, by the grace of God alone in that salvation – irrespective of my 
deservedness 

 But I also know that James’ intended audience is already-professing Christians. 

 There is more to the Christian life than simply passing from Judgement into the 
company of “the Saved” 

 You also have to live with them as well!  The life as a growing believer is a 
journey which asks some pretty curly questions at times – and we all need a little 
bit of help with this from time to time. 

 No.  James was a pastor & teacher. 

 The work of the Evangelists is essential, in winning souls to Christ. 

 The work of the pastors and the teachers, is to encouraging those souls further 
along the road of Following Jesus, whatever the weather. 

 So we come to todays passage of Scripture:- <Slide #2> 
❖ James 3:13 (ESV) 13 Who is wise and understanding among you?  By his good 
conduct let him show his works in the meekness of wisdom.  

 James is not zeroing in specifically on anyone as far as we can tell (the leter was 
aggressed to a very wide group (James 1:1) 

 It looks more like he has seen enough to know that this is a pretty typical hole in 
the boat that needs to be plugged 

 ‘for those who have come a little way and think they have got it all worked out – 
(the ‘wise’), listen up’ 

 ‘You want do a self test?  You want to just take a little walk with me, on this? 

 Then tell me how this looks on you, how are you traveling in Virtue?  Good 
works? – and what is behind that (unusual phrase) “the meekness of wisdom” 

 Some translations will have ‘humility’ – fine;  meekness is a little bit more robust 
than this, in that it carries its own quiet strength 

 If there is any doubt that James was ever a Jew, it has now gone out the window 
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 The Greeks didn’t really like the hubris of arrogance, but they despised as 
pathetic ideas of humility and weakness. 

 Here however, James links Meekness with Wisdom.  And if you know anything 
about Israel’s wisdom traditions & writings, you will know…<Slide #3> 

❖ Proverbs 9:10 (NKJV) 10 “The fear of the LORD is the beginning of wisdom, And 
the knowledge of the Holy One is understanding.  

 This is a fully Hebraic understanding:- Virtue, not cleverness. 

 “Practical moral wisdom, resting on the knowledge of God”1 

 Sincerity is the sine qua non (indispensable element) of faith 

 Knowing God changes you.  It changes what you see, and therefore how you will 
respond. 

 By contrast <Slide #4> 
❖ James 3:14–16 (NKJV) 14 But if you have bitter envy and self-seeking in your 
hearts, do not boast and lie against the truth. 15 This wisdom does not descend 
from above, but is earthly, sensual, demonic. 16 For where envy and self-seeking 
exist, confusion and every evil thing are there.  

 The invitation here is to process of personal careful and honest reflection. 

 Because these kinds of reactions, destructive as they clearly are; are also 
evidence of a fearful heart. 

 Insecurity, within ones-self.  And ignorance/ denial (at the very least in part), of 
the profound Love that God holds for you personally 

 Domination is a fear response.  The preparedness to malign, if not maim another  
- typically stems back to personal insecurity. <Frame #2> 

 There be dragons down there in that anxious heart <Frame #3> 

 Sadly, some will never see it. 

 James knows the type.  He has seen the damaged caused.  He has despaired 
that despite all the counsel he has provided; irrespective of the signposts, the 
teaching and cautions – sadly, it is toxic to the whole body. 

 I know that some of you have seen ecclesiastical war, in the local church.  It is 
not a pretty thing 

 I am aware of a number of congregational situations within 100kms of this very 
spot, where life has recently been, or currently is, very tense, mistrustful and 
hostile.  Partisan spirit; cliques and conspiracies. 

 James’ words gather the roots of it pretty much all of that ‘yuck’, up. 

 Perhaps he was lamenting a particular group or individual as he wrote them. 

 But he has a contrast for us <Slide #6> 
❖ James 3:17 (ESV) 17 But the wisdom from above is first pure, then peaceable, 
gentle, open to reason, full of mercy and good fruits, impartial and sincere.  

 One writer has noted:- 

 James does not yet tell us anything that we must actually do, any course of conduct to 

follow.  He offers us an ethic not of verbs (do this), nor of nouns (naming this or that item 

of good conduct), but of adverbs (about the sort of people we are to be whatever we do)2 

 If you are doing that careful reflecting, and reasoning away the “dragon thinking”, 
flip the coin and look at the other side – where does this stuff flow in? 

 What are you celebrating here?  In these kinds of characteristics? 

                                                           
1 Adamson J.B. The Epistle of James NICNT p.149 
2 Motyer, J. A. (1985). The message of James: the tests of faith (p. 131). Leicester, England; Downers Grove, 

IL: Inter-Varsity Press. 

https://ref.ly/logosres/bstus80jas?ref=Bible.Jas3.13-14&off=2184&ctx=that+reshapes+life.%0a~James+does+not+yet+t
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 Finally, James says this…<Slide #7> 
❖ James 3:18 (ESV) 18 And a harvest of righteousness is sown in peace by those 
who make peace.  

 I love this image, I love this word picture that James paints. 

 Meekness, not hubris.  Steady, purposeful, patient growth.  Frankly, these days I 
prefer to see that kind of within myself, than to allow myself to be dazzled by the 
promise of quick solutions. 

 The only concession I would make to that is if God himself is bringing the shortcut 
- and my experience of those is that they are usually alarming and disturbing, it 
takes me weeks or months to feel quite myself again! 

 If worship becomes a frenzied performance, whether you witness that in a place 
of worship, in a conference or seminar;  then beware. 

 Do not be content with that which tickles your ears and inflames your imagination, 
but finds no place to rest in your heart 

 Frenzied performances are tiring to maintain 

 And worship is supposed to be a movement of all of life, which occasionally we 
gather together to share. 

 The harvest of righteousness is sown in peace by those who make peace. 

 Communities are healed, when God is doing a work in you, to bring you deeper 
into places of the meekness of wisdom 

 There you will find Him, and the anxious restlessness of your heart can be stilled 

 Nothing is known until it also reshapes the life. For this reason, the way of wisdom is the 

way of obedience (e.g. Dt. 4:5–6). ‘Knowledge’, at its deepest, is living out a deep 

personal relationship.3 
 

Living non-complacently in QBC 

                                                           
3 Motyer, J. A. (1985). The message of James: the tests of faith (p. 130). Leicester, England; Downers Grove, 

IL: Inter-Varsity Press. 

https://ref.ly/logosres/bstus80jas?ref=Bible.Jas3.13-18&off=3294&ctx=cerebral+or+credal.+~Nothing+is+known+unt

